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through their minds, nothing must come to their knowledge
that they do not reveal to their confessor; and that which is-
not a secret of the conscience, to the superiors, if the confessor
thinks fit. In everything, too, they must obey without com-
ment, the superior and the confessors.
It has been pretended that Pfere Tellier had inspired the
King, long before his death, with the desire to be admitted, on
this footing, into the company; that he had vaunted to him the
privileges and plenary indulgences attached to it; that he had
persuaded him that whatever crimes had been committed, and
whatever difficulty there might be in making amends for them,
this secret profession washed out all, and infallibly assured
salvation, provided that the vows were faithfully kept; that
the General of the Company was admitted into the secret with
the consent of the King; that the King pronounced the vows
before P&re Tellier; that in the last days of his life they were
heard, the one fortifying, the other reposing upon these pro-
mises ; that, at last, the King received from Pere Tellier the
final benediction of the Company, as one of its members; that
P&re Tellier made the King offer up prayers, partly heard, of
a kind to leave no doubt of the matter; and that he had given
him the robe, or the almost imperceptible sign, as it were, a
sort of scapulary, which was found upon him.    To conclude,
the majority of those who approached the King in his last
moments attributed his penitence to the artifices and persua-
sions of the Jesuits, who, for temporal interests, deceive sinners
even up to the edge of the tomb, and conduct them to it in
profound peace by a path strewn with flowers.
However it is but fair to say, that Mardchal, who was very
trustful, assured me he had never perceived anything which
justified this idea,, and that he was persuaded there was
not the least truth in it; and I think, that although he was
not always in the chamber or near the bed, and although
Pfere Tellier might mistrust and try to deceive him, still if the
King had been made a Jesuit as stated, Marechal must have
had some knowledge or some suspicion of the circumstance.

